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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

Cloud computing provides Cloud storage as a service to the users for hosting their 

data in the cloud. Data access control is the well-organized method to provide data 

security in cloud. Cipher text- Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CP-ABE) is mostly 

considered for data access control in cloud storage. The proposed revocable multi-

authority CP- ABE scheme provides solution to the attribute revocation problem. The 

proposed scheme updates the components of the revoked attribute only and generates 

latest secret keys for the revoked attribute and forwards it to the non-revoked users 

who have the attributes as revoked attributes. The backward security and Forward 

security is assured. If the revoked user enters into the system again by doing the 

registration process means, the particular user is identified via the identity card detail 

in the revocation list and will not be added to the system, so that they are stopped at 

the registration phase itself. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s cloud computing is an intelligently 

developed technology to store data from number of client. 

Cloud computing allows users to remotely store their data 

over cloud. Remote backup system is the progressive 

technique which minimizes the cost of implementing more 

memory in an organization. It helps government agencies 

and enterprises to reduce financial overhead of data 

management. They can extract their data backups remotely 

to third party cloud storage providers than maintaining their 

own data centres. An individual or an organization does not 

require purchasing the storage devices. Instead they can 

store their data to the cloud and archive data to avoid 

information loss in case of system failure like hardware or 

software failures. 

 

Cloud storage is more flexible, but security and privacy 

are available for the outsourced data becomes a serious 

concern. To achieve secure data transaction in cloud, 

suitable cryptography method is used. The data owner must 

after encryption of the file, store to the cloud. If a third 

person downloads the file, they can view the record if they 

had the key which is used to decrypt the encrypted file. To 

overcome the problem Cloud computing is one of the 

emerging technologies, which contains huge open 

distributed system. It is important to protect the data and 

privacy of user. 

 

Attribute-based Encryption is one of the most suitable 

schemes for data access control in public clouds for it can 

ensures data owners direct control over data and provide a 

fine -grained access control service. Till now, there are 

many ABE schemes proposed, which can be divided into 

two categories; Key Policy Attribute -based Encryption 

(KP-ABE) as well as Ciphertext Policy Attribute-based 

Encryption (CPABE). In KP-ABE schemes, decrypt keys 

are combined with access structures and in ciphertexts it is 

labeled with special attribute sets, for attribute management 

and key distribution an authority is responsible. The 

authority may be the human resource department in a 

company, the registration office in a university, etc. The 

data owner defines the access policies and encrypts the data 

according to the defined policies. Every user will be issued a 

secret key reflecting its attributes. A user can decrypt the 

data whenever its attributes match the access policies. 

Access control methods ensure that authorized user  access 

data of the system. Access control is a policy or procedure 

that allows, denies or restricts access to system. It also 

monitors and record all attempts made to access a system. 
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Access Control can also identify unauthorized users 

attempting to access a system. It is a mechanism which is 

very much important for protection in computer security. 

The Cloud storage is a very important service in cloud 

computing. The Cloud Storage offers services for data 

owners to host their data over cloud environment. A big 

challenge to data access control scheme is data hosting and 

data access services. Because data owners do not completely 

trust the cloud servers also they can no longer rely on 

servers to do access control, so the data access control 

becomes a challenging issue in cloud storage systems. 

Therefore the decentralized data access control scheme is 

introduced. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Wei Li, et al. [1] in access control systems for public 

cloud storage, brings a single-point bottleneck on both 

security and performance against the single authority for 

any specific attribute. First design multi-authority access 

control architecture to deal with the problem. By 

introducing the combining of (t, n) threshold secret sharing 

and multi-authority CP-ABE scheme, then proposes and 

realizes a robust and verifiable multi-authority access 

control system in public cloud storage, in which multiple 

authorities jointly manage a uniform attribute set. Further by 

efficiently combining the traditional multi-authority scheme 

with this scheme, construct a hybrid one, which can satisfy 

the scenario of attributes coming from different authorities 

as well as achieving security and system-level robustness. 

 

Hong, et al. [2] demonstrated that, with the component 

CUK a revoked user can transform the newly encrypted 

ciphertext to a previous version, which can be further 

decrypted with his/her revoked old-version secret keys. 

 

Jung, et al. [3] proposed a semi-anonymous attribute- 

based privilege control scheme AnonyControl and a fully-

anonymous attribute-based privilege control scheme 

AnonyControl-F to address the user privacy problem in a 

cloud storage server. The proposed scheme was able to 

protect user’s privacy against each single authority. Partial 

information is disclosed in AnonyControl and no 

information is disclosed in AnonyControl-F. The scheme 

was tolerant against authority compromise, and 

compromising of up to (N−2) authorities did not bring the 

whole system down. Author provides detailed about security 

and feasibility of the scheme. Also implements the real 

toolkit of a multi-authority based encryption scheme 

AnonyControl and AnonyControl-F. 

 

Yang, et al. [4] proposed a revocable multi -authority 

CP-ABE scheme, where efficient and secures revocation 

method introduced to solve the attribute revocation problem 

in the system. Attribute revocation method is efficient in the 

sense that it incurs less communication cost and 

computation cost, and is secure in the sense that it can 

achieve both backward security and forward security. This 

scheme does not require the server to be fully trusted,  

because the key update is enforced by each attribute 

authority not the server. Even if the server is not semi-

trusted in some scenarios, this scheme can still guarantee the 

backward security. Then, apply proposed revocable multi-

authority CP-ABE scheme as the underlying techniques to 

construct the expressive and secure data access control 

scheme for multi-authority cloud storage systems. 

 

Liu, et al. [5] to achieve secure data sharing for 

dynamic groups in the cloud, combined the group signature 

and dynamic broadcast encryption techniques. This scheme 

describes the details of Mona including system initialization, 

user registration, user revocation, file generation, file 

deletion, file access and traceability. Also this scheme 

provides security to Mona in terms of access control, data 

confidentiality, anonymity and traceability. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 
Fig 1. System architecture 

 

Registration 

Input : New user, AA (Attribute Authorities)  

Output: Id from CA (Certificate Authorities) 

Each user registers to the CA by providing their details. 

CA provides a global unique ID and certificate for each user 

who entering into the system. AA should also be registered 

to the CA. For each AA, CA provides Global unique ID and 

submits the certificates provided for each user in the system. 

The user details, AA details are stored in database. 

 

Authentication  

Input : User ID 

Output: Deny/Access by CA 

 Users provide the id obtained from CA, while login for 

the data access in CSP. CSP validates the id using the 

details stored in database. If the id is valid, users are allowed 

for the data access in cloud, Otherwise access is denied for 

the user. 

 

Data Processing and Encryption by owner 

Data Processing 

Input : Attribute from AA 

Output: Access control policy 
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The data owners first split the data into multiple 

components according to logical granularity. Data owner 

collects the attributes generated by the AA and design the 

access policy for each attributes. 

 

Encryption by Owner 

Input : Access control policy, Content Key  

Output: Encrypted Data 

The data owner encrypts the data with content keys 

using symmetric encryption algorithm. Then the content 

keys are encrypted based on access policies of each attribute 

and send the encrypted data together with Cipher texts to the 

cloud. 

 

Decryption by user Decryption Algorithm  

Input : user request for data  

Output: Decrypted data 

The user requests for the data to the cloud. If the users 

attribute and access control rights are satisfied, user can 

download the data from the cloud. User first decrypts the 

data for the content keys using their secret keys. Using the 

content keys user decrypts the original data. 

 

Attribute Revocation Update Key Generation 

Input : Revoked User's Attribute.  

Output: Update Version key 

When an attribute is revoked from the system, the 

corresponding Attribute Authority generated an update 

version number for that particular revoked attribute. Then, 

AA generates an updated version of secret key and forward 

it to the users entitled with the revoked attribute belonging 

to that AA. Using the new updated secret key, user can 

decrypt the data. 

 

Cipher text Update 

Input : Revoked Attribute's cipher text  

Output: update version Cipher Text. 

When the secret key for the revoked attribute is updated 

corresponding cipher text is updated. The cipher text update 

is done in cloud. The cipher text update not only can 

guarantee the backward security of the attribute revocation, 

but also can reduce the storage overhead on users. 

 

Algorithm: 

Encrypt, and Decrypt 

1. Setup: Here is the depth of key structure. Take as 

input a depth parameter „d‟. It outputs a public key PK and 

master secret key MK. 

 

2. Key-gen: Takes as input the master secret key MK, 

the identity of user u, and a key structure A . It outputs a 

secret key SK for user u. 

 

3. Encrypt: Takes as input the public key PK, a 

message M, and an access tree T . It outputs a ciphertext CT. 

 

4. Decrypt: Take as input a ciphertext CT and a secret 

key SK for user u. It outputs a message m . If the key 

structure A associated with the secret key SK, satisfies the 

access tree T, associated with the ciphertext CT, then m is 

the original  correct  message M. Otherwise, m is null. 

Specifically CP- ASBE allows- User attributes are 

organized into a recursive family of sets and Allowing 

attributes to combine from multiple sets. Thus, by grouping 

user attributes into sets and no restriction on how they can 

be combined, CP-ASBE can support compound attributes. 

More flexibility and fine grained access is provided by AP-

ASBE. Similarly, multiple  numerical assignments for a 

given attribute can be supported by placing each assignment 

in a separate set as well as placing it into a single set. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

A revocable multi-authority CP-ABE scheme can 

support efficient attribute revocation. The constructed an 

effective data access control scheme for multi- authority 

cloud storage systems. The revocable multi- authority CP-

ABE is a promising technique, which can be applied in any 

remote storage systems and online social networks etc. 
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